Zectas Volume IV: The Salubrious City Of Centzo
After killing two out of the three Witches of Wysteria, Smoke was deceived by the last Witch, Horrabelle. Despite this setback, his private army was still bolstered with Tikbalangs and Werewolves. He was now one step closer to finding a cure for Sierra. However, the Brandals have made their intentions on conquering Centzo City evident. Smoke had no choice, but to put everything aside for the moment and lend a helping hand towards the encroached city.
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Customer Reviews

Couldn’t finish it. It seems like many of the game aspects were gone from this book, and now it is just another fantasy story. Without the game structure to support it, the series is just not interesting enough to hold my attention.

A continuation of the war with the evil duke and witch of wyesteria. This one has a lot of action, a few new interesting characters, and some heart break towards the end. If you enjoyed the previous books, you’ll like this one also.
Not as good as the first couple of books but still worth reading as I enjoyed it. I wish the two main characters would get together as it is beginning to get annoying that both of them are just too busy and too stupid to make the relationship work. That being said this book does move the story along nicely and maybe it will happen in the fifth book.

I love this series very much! Spoiler, I'm so heartbroken that two of the core members died! RIP you two! And I'm pretty sure TriTank is Tristan, the comments are so cocky! I wish Smoke/Nash luck on his next quest!!! I can't wait for the next book.

Great addition to the series. John is not afraid to let the hero fail. The action and character interaction continues in this fourth installment. If you love litrpg you will love this series.

There was one part toward the end that made little to no sense but story over all was really well written looking forward to the next one

i didnt read past the second book because of some negative reviews. i'm glad i picked it up, i just read 3-5 and i liked them all.
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